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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

AMENDMENT TO NUCLEAR ENERGY LIABILITY INSURANCE FORM

Report to the Acting Director of Regulation by the
Office of the General Counsel "h7=
Division of Licensing and Regulation

The Protlem

1. To consider proposed changes in the nuclear energy

liability policy (facility form) issued by the nuclear energy

liability insurance syndioates.

SUMMARY

2. On April 7, 1960 (25 P.R. 2944) proposed amendments to

Part 140, "Financial Protection Requirements and Indemnity

Agreements" were published in the Federal Register. 9 140.15 (a)

of those amendments provided that licensees may furnish financial

protection in the form of the nuclear energy liability insurance

policy set forth as Appendix "A" to the regulation -- a form

identical to the policy (fac~.lity form) issued by Nuclear Energy

Liability Insurance Association ("NELIA") and Mutual Atomic Energy

Liability Underwriters ("MAELU").

3. On August 4, 1960 (Appendix "A"), NELIA and MAELU

requested the Commission's approval of two changes in the facility

form. Consideration of the requests in this letter were deferred

pending further consideration of proposed final indemnity agreements

to be entered into with licensees subject to Price-Anderson.

Proposed final 'indemnlty agreements have been circulated for

Commission consideration as AEC-R 29/19.

4. One of the proposed changes is an amendatory endorsement

attached to the' Company's letter of August 4, the purpose of which
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is to ellminate certain possible ambiguities occasioned by use of

"Companies" in different senses in different parts of the policy.

Essentially, the endorsement would substitute "Nuclear Energy

Liability Insurance Association" or "Mutual Atomic Energy

Liability Underwriters" or "members of" the named associations for

the words "the companies or by" the named associations in the

various provisions designated in the amendatory endorsement.

5. The staff recommends-Commisslon app..-oval of this

proposed change.

6. The other change requested is a proposed exclusion

which would provide:

"This policy does not apply to bodily injury or
roperty damage with respect to which the insured
I) is entitled to indemnity from the United States

of America, or any agency thereof, under any
agreement entered into by the United States of
America, or any agency thereof, with any person
or organization, or (2) would be entitled to such
indemnity if he were not an insured under this
policy or any other nuclear energy liability
policy issued by the companies or Mutual Atomic
Energy Liability Underwriters."

The letter describes the reason for the exclusion as follows:

iThe purpose 'behind this exclusion would be to
protect the limits purchased by an insured in excess
of the financial protection required either because a-
facility is involved at which both indemnified and
non-indemnified operations are conducted, or
because the insured feels that the additional capacity
will be helpful in the event of a second Incident
where his financial protection has been depleted by
a prior.incident. As you know, it is expected that
a rating consideration will be given to the insured
when such an exclusion is inserted into his policy
at the request of the insured."

This exclusion would not be placed on all policies, as would be

the case with the proposed amendatory endorsement described

above, but would be included only at the request of an insured.
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7. At a meeting January 28, 1961, members of the

AEC staff made substantially the following comments to

representatives of NELIA and MAELU:

First, purely as a drafting matter, the staff
objected to the phraseology of the first several
lines of the proposed exclusion on the ground that,
if these lines are read literally, the exclusion
would seem to make the policy totally inapplicable
to any nuclear incidents subject to the Price-
Anderson Act. In addition, the staff objected to
the provision because it would, as drafted, have an
effect considerably beyond its stated purpose,
namely, to relieve the insurance companies of
liability under the policy in excess of the amount
of financial protection applicable to a particular
nuclear incident. As written, the provision would
relieve the insurers from liability where contract
indemnity might be applicable under contracts of the,
AEC or any other Federal government agency.

8. The staff suggested that the syndicates might wish to

consider an alternative provision designed to accomplish the

syndicate's stated objectives and, for this purpose, suggested

a provision along the following lines:

"With respect to any occurrence defined as a
'nuclear incident' in an indemnity agreement
entered into by the Atomic Energy Commission with
the named insured under Part 140, the liability
of the companies under this policy shall not
exceed the amount of financial protection specified
in the agreement."

The AEC staff further noted that the letter of August 4 does not

express the syndicate's peint of view concerning the request of

their insured to introduce the exclusion into the insurance

policy. For this reason, the AEC representatives suggested that

any further communication en this subject from NELIA and MAELU

include a statement by the syndicates as to whether or not they

looked favorably upon their insured's request and whether or not

they recommend Commission approval of the proposed provision.

The NELIA and MAELU representatives advised that they would

consult their principals concerning the exclusion and would

thereafter communicate with the AEC staff.
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9. For the foregoing reasons it is recommended that the

Commission defer action upon the proposed exclusion.

STAFF JUDGMENTS

10. The Division of Finance and Office of Information

Services concur in the recommendation of this paper.

RECCMPTNDATION

11. The Acting Director of Regulation recommend that the

Atomic Energy Commission:

a. Approve publication in the Federal Register
for public comment, of the proposed amendment to • 140.75,
contained In Appendix "B";

b. Note that the JCAE will be advised by appropriate
letter;

c. Note that a news release such as Appendix "C" will
be issqT

d'. Note that the Acting Director, Division of
Licens n-ggand Regulation will sond a letter such
as Appendix "D" to Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance
Association;

e. Note that this paper. is unclassified.

LIST OF ENCLOSURES

Page No.

APPENDIT "A" - Letter dated August 4, 1960 from DeRoy
C. Thomas to Robert Lowenstein ......... 5

ANNEX TO
APPENDIX "A" - Amendatory Endorsement ................. 7

APPENDIX "B" - Notice of Proposed R-,le-Making ......... 11

APPENDIX "C" -Draft News Release ...................... 14

APPENDIX "D" - Draft Letter to Mr. DeRoy C. Thomas .... 16
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APPENDIX "A"

August 4, 1960

Mr. Robert Lowenstein, Counsel
Division of Licensing & Regulation
United States Atomic, Energy Commission
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Lowenstein%

You will remember that at the meeting called by the Coimmission
to consider the propoAed Indemnity Agreement, the subject of an
exclusion of coverage in the area of government indemnity was
raised. We have been requested by an insured to introduce an
exclusion in their Niclear Energy Liability Policy (Facility
Form) which would provide:

."This policy does not apply to bodily injury or

property damage with respect to which the insured
(1) is entitled to indemnity from the United
States of America, or any agency thereof, under any
agreement entered into by the United States of
America, or any agency thereof, with any person or
organization, or (2) would be entitled to such in-

demnity if he were not an insured under this policy
or any other nuclear energy liability policy issued
by the companies or Mutual Atomic Energy Liability
Underwriters."

The purpose behind this eCxclusion would be to protect the limits
purchased by an insured in excess of the financial protection
required either because a facility is involved at which both
indemnified and non-indemnified operations are conducted, or
because the insured feels that the additional capacity will be
helpful in the event of a second incident where his financial

protection has been depleted by a prior incident. As you know,
it is expected thata rating consideration will be given to the
insured when such an exclusion is inserted into his policy at
the request cf the insured.
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It seemed important to us, however, to be sure that this
exclusion is acceptable to the Commission and will be honored
by it in cases where financial protection is depleted and
government indemnity comes into play. It has been our thought
that if the Commission considers this proposal feasible, they
will be willing to reflect their attitude in an appropriate
amendment to the Indemnity Agreement, which is executed with
such an insured. Further, we wonder if it would not be ad-
visable for us to consult with the Department of Justice on
the subject. If you desire any further information, I will be
more than happy to furnish it to you.

I am also enclosing an Amendatory Endorsement that we intend
to place on all our policies. You will notice that the. subject
of the ldorsement is an amendment of the word "Companies" as
it is used in the policy. The purpose behind this endorsement
is to eliminate certain ambiguities which might arise because
of the necessity of using the word "Companies" in different
senses in different parts of the policy. This question merely
clarifies our intent and eliminates any possible ambiguity
which might have existed heretofore. I would greatly appreciate
it if you would give me the benefits of your thoughts on the
subject.

Very truly yours,

DeRoy C. Thomas
Assistant General Manager

Enclosure
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A&•EX 'T3 APPENDIX "A"

NUCLEAR ENERGY LIABILITY INSURANCE

NUCLEAR ENERGY LIABILITY INSURANCE ASSOCIATION

AMENDATORY ENDORSEMENT
(Facility Form)

It is agreed that:

I. The first serncence of the definition of nuclear facility

is amended to read:

"nuclear facility" means "the facility" as defined in any

Nuclear Energy Liability Policy (Facility Form) issued by

Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association or by Mutual

Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters.

II. The definition of "indemnified nuclear facility" is replaced

by the following:

"indemnified nuclear facility" means

(1) "the facility" as defined in any Nuclear Energy Liability

Policy (Facility Form) issued by Nuclear Energy Liability

Insurance Assoc'ation or by Mutual Atomic Energy Liability

Underwriters, or

(2) any other nuclear facility,

if financial protection is required pursuant to the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, or any law amendatory thereof, with respect

to any activities or operations conducted thereat;

III. Condition 4 is replaced by the following:

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY; COMMON OCCURRENCE Any occurrence
or series of occurrences resulting in bodily injury or

property damage arising out f the radioactive, .toxic, ex-
plosive or other hazardous properties of

Annuex to
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(a) nuclear material discharged or dispersed from the

facility over a period of days, weeks, months or

longer and also arising out of such properties of

other nuclear material so discharged or. dispersed

from one or more other nuclear facilities insured

under any Nuclear Energy Liability Policy (Facility

Form) issued by Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance

Association, or

(b) source material, special nuclear material, spent fuel

or waste in the course of transportation for which in-

surance is afforded under this policy and also arising

out of such properties of other source material, special

nuclear material, spent fuel or waste in the course of

transportation for which insurance is afforded under

one or more other Nuclear Energy Liability Policies

(Facility Form) issued by Nuclear Energy Liability

Insurance Association,

shall be deemed to be a comnmon occurrence resulting in bodily

injury or property damage caused by the nuclear energy hazard.

With respeat td 9d bodily injury and property damage (1) the

total aggregate liabiliy of the members of Nuclear Energy Liability

Insurance Association under all Nuclear Energy Liability Policies

(Facility Form), including this policy, applicable to such common

Apfp )dx A.A'



occurrence shall be the sum of the limits of liability of all

such policies, the limit of liability of each such policy being

as determined by Condition 3 thereof, but in no event shall such

total aggregate liability of such members exceed $46,500,000;

(2) the total liability of the companies under this policy shall

not exceed that proportion of the total aggregate liability o. the

members of Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association, as stated

in clause (1) above, which (a) the limit of liability of this policy,

as determined by Condition 3, bears to (b) the sum of the limits

of liability of all such policies issudd by such members, the limit

of liability of each such policy being as determined by Condition 3

thereof.

The provisions of this condition shall not operate to increase

the limit of the companies' liability under this policy.

IV. The second paragraph of Condition 12 "Other Insurance" is amended

to read:

"If the insured has other valid and collectible insurance(other

than such concurrent insurance or any other nuclear energy liability

insurance issued by Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association

or Mitual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters to any person or

organization) applicable to loss or expense covered by this policy,

the insurance afforded by this policy shall be excess insurance

over such other insurance; provided, with respect to any person

who is not employed at and in connection with the facility, sochi

insurance as is afforded by this policyfor bodily injury to :,t

Annex to
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employee of the insured arising out of and in the course

of his employment shall be primary insurance under such

other insurance."

Effective Date of
this Endorsement To form a part of Policy Vo_

12:01 A.M. Standard Time

Issued to

Date of Issue For the subscribt.,g companies

By

Endorsement No

Facility Form 1-1-61

- 10 -
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APPENDIX "B"

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

lo CFR, PART 14o - FINANCIAL PROTECTION REQUIREM1NTS
AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENTS

NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE-MAKING

Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association has requested

Commission approval of an amendatory endorsement which the

Commission understands the Association and Mutual Atomic Energy

Liability Underwriters propose to place on all nuclear energy

liability insurance policies (facility form). The form of the

endorsement is set forth in its entirety in the following

amendments. The endorsements do not appear to the Commission

toe'fect material changes in the provisions of the policies.

Notice is hereby given that the"Commission is considering

adoption of the following amendments. All interested persons who

desire to submit written comments and suggestions for considera-

tion in connection with the proposed amendments should send

them to the Secretary, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washington

25, D. C. within fl-lbe~n days after publication of this notice

in the Federal Register. Comments received after that period

will be considered if it is practicable to do so, but assurance

of consideration cannot be given except as to comments filed withii

the period specified.

Amend 9 140.75, Appendix A, by adding the following

at the end thereof:
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OPTIONAL AMENDATORY ENDORSEMENT(Facility Form)

It is agreed that:

I. The first sentence of the definition of nuclear facility
is amended to read:

"nuclear facility" means "the facility" as defined in any
Nuclear Energy Liability Policy (Facility Form) issued
by or by .

II. The definition of "indemnified nuclear facihty" is
replaced by the following:

"indemnified nuclear facility" means
(1) "the facility" as defined in any Nuclear Energy Liability

Policy (Facility Form) issued by or
by or

(2) any other nuclear facility,

if financial protection is required pursuant to the Atomic
Energy Act of 19 5 4 , or any law amendatory thereoýf, wi;th respect
to any activities or expenditure conducted thereat:

III. Condition 1 is replaced by the following:

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY COMMON OCCURRENCE Any occurrence
or series of occurrences resulting in bodily injury or
property damage arising out of the radioactive, toxic,
explosive, or other hazardous proportion of

(a) nuclear miterial discharged or dispersed from the facility
c•:•er a period of days, week3., months or longer and also
arising out of such properties of other nuclear material
so d113charged or dispersed from one or more other
nuclear facilities insured under any Nuclear Energy
Liability Policy (Facility Form)issued by
or,

(b) sourcc material, special nuclear material, spent fuel
or waste in the course of transportation for which
insurance is afforded under this policy and also arising
out of such properties of other source material,
special nuclear material, spent fuel or waste in the
course of transportation for '.,hich insurance is afforded
under one or more other Nuclear Energy Liability Policies
(Facility Form) issued by

shall be deemed to be a common occurrence resulting in
bod'.ly injury or property damage caused by the nuclear
energy hazard.

With respect to such bodily injury and property damage
(1) ?;he total aggregate liability of the members of

under all Nuclear Energy Liability
P-o-lcies (Faciliy Form), including this policy, applicable
to such common occurrence shall be the sum of the limits of
liability of all such policies, the limit of liability of
each such policy being as determined by Condition 3 thereof,

- 12 - Appendix "B"
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but in no event, shall such total aggregate liability of
such members exceed $46,500,000; (2) the total liability
of the companies under this policy shall not exceed that
proportion of the total aggregate liability of the members
of I as stated in clause (1)
above, which (a) the limit of liability of this policy, as
determined by Condition 3, bears to (b) the sum of the
limits of liability of all such policies issued by such
members, the limit of liability of each such policy being as
determined by Condition 3 thereof.

The provisions of this condition shall not operate to
increase the limit of the companies1 liability under this
policy.

IV. The second paragraph of Condition 12 "Other Insurance"

is amended to read:

'If the insured has other valid and collectible insurance
(other than such concurrent insurance or any other
nuclear energy liability insurance issued by
or to any person or organization) applicable to loss or
expense covered by this policy, the insurance afforded
by this policy shall be excess insurance over such other
insurance; provided, with respect to any person who
is not employed at and in connection with the facility,
such insurance as is afforded by this policy for bodily
injury to an employee of the insured arising out of and
and in the course of his employment shall be primary
insurance under such other insurance."
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APPENDIX "C"

DRAFT NEWS RELEASE

AEC CONSIDERS AMENDVIENTS TO REGULATIONS ON
NUCLEAR ENERGY LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY

1. The Atomic Energy Commission is issuing for public comment

a proposed amendment to its regulations concerning a change in the

public liability policies which are issued by the two nuclear

energy liability insurance syndicates.

2. The Commission must, by law, require financial

protection of each organization it licenses to operate a nuclear

reactor and AEC must indemnify these licensees against public

liability up to $500 million per nuclear incident. Indemnity

applies to liability in excess of the required amount of financial

protection. Financial protection is not required of non-

profit educational institutions or federal agencies but they are

indemnified under the law.

3. AEC regulations permit licensees to furnish financial

protection in the form of a nuclear energy liability policy

which is set forth in Appendix A of the regulation, 10 CFR

Part 140. This form is identical to the insurance policy

issued by the two syndicates, Nuclear Energy Liability

Association of New York City and Mutual Atomic Energy Liability

Underwriters of Chicago.

4. The two syndicates have requested the Commission's

approval of an amendatory endorsement to the policies which

would eliminate certain ambiguities which might arise in the

present policies because of the necessity of using the word

"companies" in different senses in different parts of the policy.
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5. The Commission is giving notice that it intends to

adopt amendments to its regulations, 10 CPR Part 140, which would

incorporate the new language Into the insuranoe policies. All

interested persons who desire to submit written comments or

suggestions in connection with the proposed amendments should

send them to the Secretary, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,

Washington 25, D. C., within 15 days after publication of the

notice in the Federal Register on _______________
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APPENDIX "D"

DRAFT LETTER TO MR. De ROY C. THOMAS, ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER
NUCLEAR ENERGY LIABILITY INSURANCE ASSOCIATION

1. This Is in reply to your letter of August 4, 1960,

requesting Commission approval of a proposed exclusion and

Commission approval of a proposed amendatory endorsement.

Commission action on the letter had been deferred pending further

consideration of the form of indemnity agreement to be entered

into with licensees.

2. The Commission has approved publication in the

Federal Register of a proposed amendment to 0 140.75, a copy

of which is enclosed, approving the proposed amendatory endorse-

ment attached to your letter. The Federal Register notice requestt

public comment within fifteen days after the date of publication.

3. At a meeting held on January 28, 1961, the AEC staff

discussed the proposed exclusion with you and Mr. Roy McCullogh,

representing Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters. In

the course of those discussions, the staff raised a number of

questions concerning both the drafting and scope of the

exclusion provision. We understand that you plan to discuss

these objections with your principals, following which

you will again be in touch with us concerning your position on the

provision. Accordingly, the Commission is withholding action

on the request for approval of the provision pending further

word from you.

Enclosure:
As Stated
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